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her.236 Italy's war with Turkey for the possession of
Tripoli had further displeased her allies, not only because
they had not been fully consulted beforehand, but because
it embarrassed them to have their nominal ally attack the
Turks, whose friendship and good-will they were trying to
cultivate. To be sure, the events of the war and Italy's
establishment as a sea-power in the Mediterranean had led
to a decided coolness in her relations with France. But
these had improved again by the summer of 1912 so that
Ppincare and Sazonov both agreed that it was best to keep
Italy as a "dead weight" in the Triple Alliance, where she
would be useful to both France and Russia.237
Though the Triple Alliance was to run until 1914, the
question of its renewal had already begun to be discussed
in the summer of 1911. Italy favored its early renewal as
a means of placating her allies on the eve of her Tripolitan
adventure. Germany favored it, being always glad of any-
thing which might make for better relations between her
two allies, and thus help to counter-balance the growing
strength and solidarity of the Triple Entente. Aehrenthal
at first was not opposed to it.238 But Conrad and the mili-
tary officers were so incensed at Italy's insults and treacher*
ies that they saw no use in trying to keep her even as a
nominal ally. General Auffenberg related with childish
indignation to the German Ambassador in Vienna evidences
of Italian animosity which he had just seen in the Southern
Tyrol: every day or two a patrol had to be detailed to clean
up the insulting epithets scribbled on a war memorial;
he had seen cigarette boxes in which all the Austrian terri-
tory from Fiume to the Brenner Pass was marked as belong-
ing to Italy; irredentist propaganda even took the form
of calling the horses and mules by the names of Austrian
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